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Clean

Aware that Hong Kong consumes more meat per person than any other 
country, MO Bar, in 2018, bravely replaced their signature beef burger 
with an Impossible Burger. Many guests were unhappy and sometimes 
put staff on the spot. Realising that everyone needed to be on board, 
the management team created a new sustainability training plan. 
Colleagues received comprehensive training to raise their sustainabili-
ty awareness, even participating in a Cleaning Day to pick up litter on 
Hong Kong’s outlying islands and hiking trails. Staff are now fully 
empowered to defend MO Bar’s sustainability choices and have even 
begun proposing their own eco-initiatives.

As a female owned, people-�rst enterprise, this innovative café & 
laundrette ensures its staff are well cared for, treated with respect and 
paid a decent living wage. Staff are also trained to care about 
customers and be alert to any special needs such as food allergies – 
and if so, guide them to appropriate menu choices. Clean regularly 
provides free drinks to elderly residents living nearby. Additionally, 
through simple  ‘nudges’ and ‘defaults’ customers discover low impact 
milk options; dairy is an additional charge, while oat milk is the 
default for all coffee purchases.

“B£ng a sma� c��e ¤� � have v�y cl¥e 
r�	i�¤¦s �t�en ev�y§ and � ma� s�e 

a� em�¨©s are dªng ��.” 

One Harbour Road
Grand Hyatt, Hong Kong

Committed to responsible sourcing, the restaurant set out to ensure all 
seafood comes from third-party-certi�ed sustainable sources or the 
WWF green list. Actions taken included hotel-wide sustainability 
training for culinary and procurement staff; identifying 
certi�ed-suppliers; and keeping sustainable seafood records with 
relevant certi�cates. As part of its wider ESG commitment, the hotel 
hires from vulnerable groups and has several deaf employees working 
in the kitchen. All staff also have access to mental health care. Plus the 
hotel actively supports various local charities such as FIF Charity, 
Foodlink and Dignity Kitchen.

“We ens�e ¢	 a�  r em�¨©s are tr�«d 
�¢ r
�ct and dign�y.”  

So�e� A�rd
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MO Bar The Landmark 
Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong


